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Invention in the City: 
What do we know, What should we investigate



Why we I care about invention?



 Patent data has come to be widely used as the empirical means 
to study the knowledge economy - in part because it is such rich 
data – but, also, because it is widely accessible.

 There are other reasons to be interested empirically in patent 
data even if you are not interested in invention:
 Relatively long time series, micro level data
 Inventors may serve as statistical proxies for a more general class of 

knowledge workers
 Data on the firms the inventors worked for, partnerships between 

firms and partnerships between firms governments/universities etc…
 Data is global, we can follow individuals globally for periods as long as 

40 years  

A comment on Patent Data



Metropolitan and Micropolitan Statistical Areas of the 
United States and Puerto Rico, 2009



“My” Metropolitan Statistical Areas of the United 
States and Puerto Rico, 2009



 A few stylized facts about invention in metropolitan areas.

 Why am I restricting this to Metropolitan areas?
 Of 5,358,670 US based patents since 1970, 4,995,118 of 

them 93% were in Metropolitan areas. Virtually all the 
remaining were in large micropolitan areas and most 
micropolitan areas do not patent.

 Obviously the first thing we can examine is how invention 
scales with the population of US metropolitan areas. The scaling 
relationship is superlinear, coefficients in the range of 1.3 to 1.4
The coefficients are quite stable over time.

Invention in the US







 Consistent with Luis’s SAMI’s and Michael Batty’s rank order time 
series, there is very little churn in the ranking.

For example, Patents per Capita 1970-1979  vs.  2000 – 2009

55% of the MSAs that were in the 
the bottom 10% in 1970-1979 remained 
in the bottom 10% in 2000-2010. 
Similarly 49.5% of the top 10% in 2000 
were in the top 10% back in the 1970’s.

Spearman Correlation Coefficients, N = 366
    Prob > |r| under H0: Rho=0

Rank_70 Rank_2000
Rank_70 1 0.8472

<.0001
Rank_2000 0.8472 1

<.0001

What do we know?



 Technology Code Herfindahl’s are a measure of specialization.
There are 484 Technology classes.

1        All the patents are in a single technology
0        Every patent is in a different class

Larger Metropolitan areas are less specialized though the pattern is 
more varied, and logged scaling  coefficients have been falling from 
-.52 in 1970’s to -0.25 in 2000’s.

Most Metropolitan areas are fairly diversified, and over time their 
distributions have been stable.









What about the networks?
% External

Collaborations
Vs.

Population
Inventors are more likely to 
collaborate with inventors in 
other MSAs

Value of highest 
K-Core

vs.
Population

Slope = 1.33

The number of 
connections of the most 
connected inventors is 
higher in larger cities.



What about the networks?
Team sizes have been increases over time, which may have 
implication for increasing complexity of innovation.
Team Sizes increases slightly with Metropolitan population



What about the networks?
What we really want to know is whether inventors organize different as a 
function of scale?     Yes.

How do such different 
network structures come 
about?
“Serial” inventors 
concentrate in the larger 
metropolitan areas.

Wilmington, NC MSA 2010-2012

From Lee Fleming at HBS
1 component in Boston, MA MSA



 Consider the following empirical facts.
1. Patents scale superlinearly with population (            )
2. The number of inventors scales similarly with population.

1.35 

1.01 

The number of 
inventors scales linearly
with patents.

1.01 



 If you want more patents, then you need more inventors. 
 It is not the case that an individual that is taken from a smaller 

MSA, and moves to a larger MSA does not become more 
productive in terms of the number of patents output. 

 Larger MSA’s have a higher proportion of its population engaged 
in invention.

Perhaps, not all patents are created equal? 
Maybe bigger cities generate “better” patents?  

1.34  1.01 



 A very slight upward trend, but this does not point to significant 
difference.

 Perhaps do not necessarily patent better, but they patent and 
invent differently?



 We constructed a taxonomy of types inventions:
 Originations
 Recombinations
 Refinements

 It T-tests & Anova tests on categories and population size show 
that originations are more likely to occur in larger cities.

 We can construct an inventive system of cities.
 Recall the MSA network at the beginning, we know that 

connections between cities or not random. 

Inventive City Systems



Higher Rents – Higher Wage – Higher Value Production

Lower Rents – Lower Wage – Lower Value Production

Origination City

Recombination Cities

Refinement Cities



Higher Rents – Higher Wage – Higher Value Production

Lower Rents – Lower Wage – Lower Value Production

Origination City

Recombination Cities

Refinement Cities

Consider this system from the 
Refinement city’s perspective, they 
are endogenously producing new 
inventors. As they generate them, 
those workers are sucked up the 
vertical “knowledge creation” 
supply chain. 

This means that what is left behind 
is a labor force deprived of some of 
it most creative people, thus 
perpetuating the stagnation in the 
rank order. 

The bottom tier loses its ability to 
extract value and develop their 
technology as they are constrained 
by the revenue from the type of 
products they produce.
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Historically, much of the inventive 
and production activity took place 
in the same geography, but this is 
less true.
Now the system is global.

The obvious question is how does a refinement city become an origination city, 
and how does a recombination city become an origination city?
The lesson: from all those rank order time dynamics, tells us that on average 
they don’t movement up the system is very hard.



 We still do not know much about the micro-
mechanisms and the dynamics of invention in urban 
environments.
 How does the agglomeration of individuals affect who becomes an 

inventor.
 How teams form and change over time to form the networks we see.
 The productivity of inventors and the quality of what they invent?
 How do inventors move through the system of cities?

 We have follow patents, but patents miss a lot.
 What about organizational innovation?
 What about low tech innovation particularly in the developing 

world.
 Some of the most important innovation (in terms of impact on 

people) may be low tech, how do we identify and measure the 
impact of technical novelty by street vendor in Mumbai, or 
organizational innovation in ghetto in Johannesburg South Africa?

What don’t we know? 


